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Things to do in January
Planning and plotting for another new year, not forgetting to order
in seed potatoes

Working frozen ground does more harm than good

Allotment people tend to slow down on the gardening front in January. If you are
digging when the ground is wet and icy you are likely to do more harm than good. If
mud sticks to your boots, the soil is too wet to work. Turning over frozen ground only
serves to move the cold soil from top to bottom so that it takes longer to warm up in
spring.
One advantage of a good freeze is that your wheelbarrow will glide over frozen ground
effortlessly, so it's a good opportunity to drop heaps of organic compost at strategic
points ready to spread later. Another useful warming exercise is to shred any woody
prunings. Gather a group or lobby your committee to hire the biggest shredder out
there (worth every penny) and you can all pitch in. Don't forget your goggles and
gloves. Woody prunings make a great mulch to keep weeds down and keep moisture in
later in the year. Pile them up for at least six weeks before using them however.
No matter what the weather brings you can get on with fence mending, path making or
throwing together another compost bin. While you are out there take a good look at
the site. Check for frost pockets – always at the lowest level – wind tunnels and wet
sodden areas. You may need to organize some wind breaks, or think about raised beds
or putting in drainage. Make a rotation plan ready for spring.
Include catch crops to make maximum use of the precious space under cloches. A neat
plan I found in a postwar smallholder's book (The Complete Market Gardener by J O
Baker, 1949) is ideal for January in a cold greenhouse or February outside under
cloches. The key is to choose vegetables that have the same cultural requirements but
will fit together comfortably as neighbours in terms of the space they require and their
maturing times. This is a Jack Spratt arrangement where nothing is wasted.
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Plant supplers send
out seed potatoes from now
The plan is to a sow winter carrots (eg, 'Amsterdam Forcing') under cloches
interspersed with winter lettuce (eg, 'Winter Density'). This makes most use of space as
the carrots need room for roots but little for shoots while the needs of the lettuce are
the opposite. The lettuce will be harvested in March, when you can sow some turnips
(eg, 'Demi Longue'). Up until this point little or no watering is needed but once the
turnips are in it's time for a good watering and feed (e.g. liquid seaweed). The covers
are taken off on fine days as both carrots and turnips like plenty of air. The delectable
golf ball sized turnips will be ready midApril when all covers can come off. The dainty
finger carrots will be ready by the end of April. If you want to add radish choose an
early variety like 'French Breakfast Forcing' to go in and out with the lettuce. These are
an extra as they don't really need the special conditions.
Plant suppliers send out seed potatoes from January onwards. Typically allotments
will have had potatoes planted year in year out on the same ground making disease
highly probable. Top of the list for disease resistance is the baking potato, 'Lady
Balfour', named after the founder of the Soil Association.
Others with Soil Association organic certification include 'Cara' a late baking potato
and 'Orla', an early performer and which is claimed to have the 'highest blight
resistance ever seen' as well as resistance to scab and blackleg.

Our first earlies came
from the London Potato Fair
Some merchants do collections of blight resistant potatoes which will include these
and the breakthrough 'blight proof' 'Sarpo' range. It is also possible to get heritage
varieties now as 'minitubers'. These are guaranteed to be disease free as they are
micropropagated in vitro under laboratory conditions. While this may smack of genetic
engineering, it will serve to save many old and distinguished varieties from being
wiped out by disease.
Keeping in mind that potatoes originated somewhere around Peru, don't let them get
too cold. Unpack them as soon as they arrive and keep them in a frost free but cool
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spot. Though not strictly essential, chitting (letting them sprout for a few weeks)
should give them a head start and produce a heavier crop. Though hardly an exact
science, potatoes are ideally planted out when the sprouts are around 5cm long and
when the weather is mild – usually sometime between early and late March though you
can plant them as late as April. The first earlies, which need to be eaten straight away,
will take ten weeks to mature. The late maincrops take twice as long but can be stored
through the winter.
If you want home grown potatoes all year round you will need to plant a good selection
of earlies, mids and lates. You get a surprising amount of potatoes from each tuber , so,
to avoid gluts, it's worth looking at the collections of different types with a just a few of
each for different seasons.
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Nematode and to Virus Y, it has lost virtually all of its
resistance to lateblight disease. This is because of the arrival of
a new, mean strain of blight, strain Blue 13 which has devastated
most resistant varieties over the past 3 years. Lady Balfour is a
good boiling potato but with a low dry matter content. I find it
too wet to bake. Orla also used to have good resistance to blight
but it too has succumbed to Blue 13 in recent years. The older
variety Cara still shows good to moderate resistance to blight
and Valor seems to be standing up to the new scourge. But the
highest resistance to blight is still shown by the Sarpo varieties.
These also show excellent virus resistance.
The minitubers being sold as seed are an excellent idea. Yes,
these grow with great vigour and have the potential to yield
heavily. Yes, they are free of all virus and fungal diseases but
will be just as prone to catching the blight or getting an
infestation of nematode as any plants grown from normal seed
potato. Remember that most heritage varieties are very prone
to blight.
Chitting of seed is a good idea for many varieties. While it does
not usually give a heavier crop, it does advance maturity and
makes earles even earlier. Some commercial growers chit their
maincrops too as it allows them to advance the formation of tne
new crop. This means that if blight strikes, they can remove the
foliage and still harvest a useful crop. It also means that a late
maincrop variety can be harvested in August before the bad
weather arrives. Planting maincrop varieties at the same time as
earlies, as soon as the soil warms up, is advisable as it also gives
that earlier harvest.
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Even early varieties can be stored if the potatoes are allowed to
grow to their full size. Duke of York is both a favourite first
early but also a good one to store. But many earlies tend to
sprout earlier too and so would not be ideal to store into the
spring. Some varieties are renown for their long dormancy and
will store into early summer e.g. Sarpo Mira and Axona; Lady
Balfour. Only store healthy, unwashed tubers, in the dark and
away from the attentions of rats and mice.
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